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Introduction
Sleep is a basic human need and is considered an
important indicator for health and good quality of life at all
ages. Several factors can affect the quality of sleep such as
work, lifestyle, environment, health and stress. It is defined
as a vital component of physical growth and enhancement
of the academic performance.1 Sleep pattern varies
throughout our lives, with most important changes
occurring during the initial years as well as during the
transition phase from childhood to adolescence. Such
changes are partly the result of complex changes that
occur in the circadian system and brain maturation. Also,
the daily routine, environmental demands and
responsibilities change over time and can contribute to the
alteration in sleep patterns.2

Adolescents with decreased sleep duration suffer from
increased daytime sleepiness, daytime fatigue, decreased
classroom attention and, hence, decreased academic
achievement.3,4 Moreover, disturbed and poor sleep quality
is also associated with low academic performance.5,6

Adolescents require more than 9 hours of sleep each night,

but they usually sleep for only 7.5 to 8.5 hours, with 25%
sleeping for 6.5 hours and only 15% sleeping for 8.5 hours
per night.7 The National Sleep Foundation (NSF)
recommends 8-10 hours of sleep for teenagers and 7-9
hours of sleep for young adults.8 Moreover, the results from
the 2005-2008 National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey (NHANES) showed 37.1% of adults in the United
States were sleeping <7 hours per night and, as a result,
23.2% had impaired concentration.9 Inadequate sleep has
negative effect on health, cognition and quality of life of
children and adolescents which impacts significantly on
social and economic cost. It further effects our learning and
memory which is an integral part of achievement in school
and academic performance, especially in children and
adolescents who are in a developing phase.10

A study conducted in Islamabad Medical and Dental
College reported 75% of students sleeping <6 hours.11

Moreover, 49% of students from Shifa Medical College,
Islamabad, were reported to be sleeping less than required
and, as a result, feeling sleepy during lectures (42%), report
daytime fatigue (30%) and wake up un-refreshed (26%).12

Adolescents aged 0-15 years represent approximately
43.4% of Pakistan’s population.13 This figure indicates that
large number of adolescents of Pakistan similar to that of
other parts of the world are going through a transition
phase and are under biological, personal and psychosocial
influences that leave them prone to inadequate sleep,
irregular sleep-wake schedules and sleep disturbances that
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can in turn affect their academic achievement.

The current study was planned to determine the
prevalence of sleep patterns among adolescents and its
relation with academic performance.

Subjects and Methods
The analytical cross-sectional study was conducted in
Gulshan Town of Karachi from March to August 2015. After
approval from the ethics review committee of Aga Khan
University Hospital (AKUH), Karachi, the sample size was
calculated using World Health Organisation (WHO)
calculator on the basis of least proportion of poor sleep
patterns obtained from literature.14 After addition of 10%
for non-responders, and while keeping confidence interval
(CI) at 95% and bound on error 4%, the final sample size
was 440.

The sample was raised using a two-stage stratified random
sampling. A list of all secondary schools located in Gulshan
Town was obtained from the District Educational Office,
and three government and three private schools were
selected. Subsequently, students from grades 6-8 aged 10-
18 years were enrolled on the basis of equal distribution in
terms of gender, class and school representation after
permission was taken from the principals of the
participating schools. The sample was raised from among
the children present on the day of data-collection. Those
not present on the day were excluded.

Data was collected after a detailed informed consent form
was signed by both the students and their parents. A pilot
tested questionnaire was filled by the students in 10-15
minutes. The first part of the questionnaire contained
students’ demographic details, while the second part
contained questions assessing the sleep pattern includeing
total sleep time (TST), sleep latency and daytime
sleepiness. 

TST was defined as hours of sleep per night. Normal sleep
time was taken as 8-9 hours.15 Sleep latency was defined
as time to fall asleep and scored 1 if <15 minutes, 2 if 15-30
minutes, 3 if 31-60 minutes, and 4 if  >1 hour. A score of >3
was considered abnormal/poor sleep.16 In order to
calculate TST, time of going to bed and getting up time was
inquired. Sleep latency was subtracted from the number of
hours spent in bed to work out TST. Daytime Sleepiness was
assessed using the Paediatric Daytime Sleepiness Scale
(PDSS), a validated self-report measure of sleepiness
designed for schoolchildren -aged 11-15 years.17 Normal
sleep pattern was defined as at least 8 sleep hours and
PDSS score <26 for 6th and 7th grades, and <30 for the 8th
grade. Abnormal sleep pattern was defined as sleep hours
<8 hours and PDSS score of >26 for 6th and 7th grades, and

>30 for the 8th grade. 

To determine student’s academic achievement, grades and
percentages of most recent exam results were accessed
from the school academic records with the help of the class
teacher, and was considered poor if <60% and good if
>60%. A healthy sleep hygiene session on sleep patterns
and its relation with academic performance was provided
to the teachers at the end of the study.

Data was analysed using SPSS 22. Baseline information on
demographics was analysed using descriptive statistics. For
continuous variables, means and standard deviation (SD)
were reported. For categorical variables, frequencies and
percentages was reported. The outcome variables were
sleep pattern and academic performance of children. Odds
ratio (OR) was calculated to observe the relationship
between sleep pattern and academic performance.
Stratification was done with respect to age, gender, grade,
number of family members, number of rooms, sharing of
room, type of school, TST, sleep latency, daytime sleepiness
and academic performance. Post-stratification chi-square
test was applied. All analyses were two-tailed, and p<0.05
was considered statistically significant. Also, univariate
analysis was done for normal sleep pattern using various
variables. All variables with p<0.25 were included in
multivariate model and a parsimonious model was
developed.

Results
Of the 440 students, 228(51.8%) were from government
schools and 212 (48.2%) were from private schools. There
were 144 (32.7%) students from grade 6,141 (32%) from
grade 7 and 155(35.2%) from grade 8. The age range was
11-16 years. Overall, there were 234 (53.2%) boys and
206(46.8%) girls. Of the total, 406 (92.3%) children were
sharing a room with their siblings or family. Daytime
sleepiness was observed in 182 (41.4%) participants and
increased sleep latency was observed in 41(9.3%) (Table 1).
Overall, 280 (63.6%) students had abnormal sleep patterns.
Of them, 157 (56.1%) children had poor academic
performance (p<0.001; OR: 3.36; 95%CI: 0.19–0.45).
Government school, sleep latency and academic
performance were significantly related to abnormal sleep
patterns (p<0.05) (Table 2).

Age 13 years and good academic performance were
positively associated with normal sleep, while less number
of rooms was negatively associated with normal sleep
(Table 3).
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Discuss ion
As per the findings, 154 (55%) of the adolescents going to
government schools had abnormal sleep patterns
compared to 126 (45%) of those going to private schools
(p=0.048), which could be likely due to the diversity of
socio-demographic characteristics of the students of the
two groups. Due to the social and demographic culture of
Pakistan, majority of the adolescents were sharing room
with siblings or family members, and it was assumed that
sharing a room would result in increased distraction and,
hence, decrease sleep duration. However, no significant
association was seen between the two (p>0.05).

Overall, 63.6% of our subjects had abnormal sleep pattern
and increased daytime sleepiness. These results are
consistent with 72.6% among Hong Kong adolescents,18

and 65% in Saudi Arabia.19 Similarly, recommended
sleeping hours for adolescents is 9 hours with 70% of high
school students in United States sleeping <8 hours.20 The
significance of this result can be better understood in the
light of another study conducted in Karachi about the
lifestyle and health behaviours of adolescents aged 12-18
years which showed similar results with 58.9% of the
participants sleeping <8 hours.21

Daytime sleepiness was observed in 41.4% subjects which
was consistent with results reported from Saudi Arabia
37%19 and Hong Kong 38.7%.18

Regarding sleep latency, 104(65%) of the normal sleepers
took <15 minutes to fall asleep (p<0.05). This association
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Table-2: Stratification of sleep pattern according to socio-demographic characteristics
and academic performance

Characteristics Normal  Abnormal p value
sleep pattern sleep pattern

n (%) n (%)

Gender
Male 91 (58.9) 143 (51.1) 0.141
Female 69 (43.1) 137 (48.9)

Age (years)
11 25 (15.6) 35 (12.5) 0.1
12 39 (24.4) 46 (16.4)
13 43 (26.9) 82 (29.3)
14 & above 53 (33.1) 117 (41.8)

Grade
6 59 (36.9) 85 (30.4) 0.361
7 47 (29.4) 94 (33.6)
8 54 (33.8) 101 (36.1)

Type of school
Government 74 (46.3) 154 (55) 0.048
Private 86 (53.8) 126 (45%)

Family members
2 to 5 41 (25.6) 60 (21.4) 0.541
6 to 9 93 (58.1) 167 (59.6)
10 & above 26 (16.3) 53 (18.9)

No. of rooms
1 to 3 108 (67.5) 167 (59.6) 0.107
4 to 5 39 (24.4) 95 (33.9)
6 & above 13 (8.1) 18 (6.4)

Room sharing with siblings
Yes 145 (90.6) 261 (93.2) 0.402
No 15 (9.4) 18 (6.4)

Sleep latency
<15 min 104 (65) 84 (30) <0.001*
15-60min 51 (31.9) 150 (57.1)
>60 mins 5 (3.1) 36 (12.9)

Academic performance
Poor (<60%) 44 (27.6) 157 (56.1) <0.001*
Good (>60%) 116 (72.5) 123 (43.9)

Table-1: Socio-demographic characteristics.

Characteristics n (%)

Type of school
Government 228 (51.8)
Private 212 (48.2)

Family members
2 to 5 101 (23.0)
6 to 9 260 (59.1)
10 & above 79 (18.0)

No. of rooms
1 to 3 275 (62.5)
4 to 5 134 (30.5)
6 & above 31 (7.0)

Room sharing with siblings
Yes 406 (92.5)
No 33 (7.5)

Sleep latency 
<15 mins 188 (42.7)
15-60 mins 211 (48.0)
>60 mins 41 (9.3)

Academic performance
Poor (<60%) 201 (45.7)
Good (>60%) 239 (54.3)

Table-3:Multivariate analysis of normal sleep pattern according to various 
characteristics.

Characteristics aOR 95% CIs p-value
Gender 

Female Ref
Male 1.413 0.926 2.157 0.109

Age (years)
11 Ref
12 1.425 0.744 2.730 0.286
13 2.048 1.131 3.711 0.018
14 & above 1.083 0.638 1.841 0.767

No. of rooms
1 to 3 0.426 0.258 0.704 0.001
4 to 5 0.859 0.385 1.916 0.710
6 & above Ref

Academic performance
Poor (<60%) Ref
Good (>60%) 4.013 2.583 6.234 0.000

aOR: Adjusted odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval.
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likely indicates that children who tend to sleep within 15
minutes of going to bed have increased chances of having
normal sleep duration and good academic performance.
These results were similar to those reported from among
Sudanese medical students who had a sleep latency of 14.8
minutes with excellent school performance.22

In terms of limitation, the current study did not identify
several factors like parental education, media usage and
chronic illnesses that affect sleep patterns among
adolescents. Further studies are needed on a larger scale
with in-depth assessment of factors causing sleep
problems and their relation with other health problems to
provide further advice to parents, teachers and health
policy-makers.

Conclusion
More than half the children having an abnormal sleep
pattern had poor academic performance. There is a need
to generate awareness among the youth regarding the
importance of healthy night-time sleep in order to
effectively function during the day which in the long term
improves memory and concentration, eventually
improving academic performance.
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